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Last timeLast timeLast timeLast time
Raising/Lowering angular momentum Raising/Lowering angular momentum 
operators:operators:operators:operators:

LL++ and Land L-- raise or lower the state of the z raise or lower the state of the z 
component of angular momentum of component of angular momentum of YYllmm by one by one 
unit in terms of unit in terms of hbarhbar..
And they have no effect on And they have no effect on l l or the total angular or the total angular 
momentum momentum LL

Lz
L

Think of  it as 
also affecting 

L
Lz

L
Lz

L

the angle



Recall: Energy level diagramRecall: Energy level diagramRecall: Energy level diagramRecall: Energy level diagram
For historical reasons, all states 
with same quantum number n are 

id f h llsaid to form a shell.

And states having the same value 
of  both n and l are said to form a 
subshell (s, p, d, f, …)

In Schrodinger theory, different In Schrodinger theory, different ll states for same n have same energystates for same n have same energy
Called Called ll--degeneracydegeneracy

Energy level diagram omits different mEnergy level diagram omits different mll states states -- independent of  mindependent of  ml l due to due to 
h l f hh l f hspherical symmetry of  the atom.spherical symmetry of  the atom.

This is for no external magnetic field! This is for no external magnetic field! -- Today we will learn what happens Today we will learn what happens 
when we apply an external B fieldwhen we apply an external B field



Hydrogen atom in external B fieldHydrogen atom in external B fieldHydrogen atom in external B fieldHydrogen atom in external B field

Magnetic behavior 
is similar to that of  
bar magnet 
(middle figure)

Electron in circular orbit constitutes a current loop.Electron in circular orbit constitutes a current loop.
//Time it takes to make one orbit = 2Time it takes to make one orbit = 2ππr/vr/v

Current i = charge/time for one orbitCurrent i = charge/time for one orbit
SSSo,So,

Area of the current loop A= Area of the current loop A= ππrr22



Magnetic momentMagnetic momentMagnetic momentMagnetic moment
The magnetic moment The magnetic moment μμ = (current)(area)= (current)(area)

But angular momentum But angular momentum gg
L = mvr L = mvr ⇒⇒ vr = L/mvr = L/m

So,So,

μμ andand L L are vectors so vector relationship:are vectors so vector relationship:

Since magnitude of Since magnitude of LL is quantizedis quantized



Magnetic momentMagnetic momentMagnetic momentMagnetic moment

μμ/L/L is called the is called the gyromagnetic ratiogyromagnetic ratio
g is called the “gg is called the “g--factor” (first letter of factor” (first letter of 
gyromagnetic)gyromagnetic)gy g )gy g )



Energy splittingEnergy splittingEnergy splittingEnergy splitting

Any magnetic moment placed in anAny magnetic moment placed in an externalexternalAny magnetic moment placed in an Any magnetic moment placed in an external external 
magnetic fieldmagnetic field produces an interaction potential produces an interaction potential 
energy: (Refer to your E&M book )energy: (Refer to your E&M book )energy: (Refer to your E&M book.)energy: (Refer to your E&M book.)

i f hi f h hh BB liliIt arises from the torque It arises from the torque ττ that that BB exerts to align exerts to align 
μμ along direction of along direction of BB..



Energy splitting, con’tEnergy splitting, con’tEnergy splitting, con tEnergy splitting, con t

In an external magnetic field, hydrogen energy levels In an external magnetic field, hydrogen energy levels 
should split.should split.
Define Define Bohr magnetonBohr magneton

S h li i iS h li i iSo the energy splitting is:So the energy splitting is:



Energy splitting con’tEnergy splitting con’tEnergy splitting con tEnergy splitting con t

There are (2There are (2ll+1) values of m+1) values of ml l for for 
anyany ll..any any ll..
Each energy level in hydrogen Each energy level in hydrogen 
should split into (2should split into (2ll+1) sublevels.+1) sublevels.
LL can can precessprecess about about BB which is which is 
along the zalong the z--axis.axis.
μμ is antiis anti--parallel to parallel to LL, so , so μμ also also 
precessesprecesses about about BB

This is calledThis is called LarmorLarmor precessionprecessionThis is called This is called LarmorLarmor precession.precession.



Energy level diagram, revisitedEnergy level diagram, revisitedEnergy level diagram, revisitedEnergy level diagram, revisited



Compare B field on/offCompare B field on/offCompare B field on/offCompare B field on/off
For B=0, adjacent energy levels are typically a few eV For B=0, adjacent energy levels are typically a few eV 
apartapartapart.apart.

For example:For example:

For B ≠0, magnetic sublevel splittings are:For B ≠0, magnetic sublevel splittings are:g p gg p g

And adjacent sublevels have And adjacent sublevels have ΔΔmmll=1=1
Typical B = 0.2T.Typical B = 0.2T. So,So,

Clearly, the diagram on previous page is exaggerated.Clearly, the diagram on previous page is exaggerated.



Radiative Transitions (B=0)Radiative Transitions (B=0)Radiative Transitions (B 0)Radiative Transitions (B 0)
An atom radiates a photon if it make a transition from one state An atom radiates a photon if it make a transition from one state 
to another of lower n.to another of lower n.
Schrodinger theory provides Schrodinger theory provides selection rulesselection rules for “allowed” for “allowed” 
transitions:transitions:

(“forbidden” transitions do occur but much less often)(“forbidden” transitions do occur but much less often)
Allowed transitions for B=0:Allowed transitions for B=0:Allowed transitions for B 0:Allowed transitions for B 0:

2s can decay to 1s only through
“forbidden” transition.

Δl = ±1 implies photon 
carries angular momenum



Radiative Transitions (B ≠0)Radiative Transitions (B ≠0)Radiative Transitions (B ≠0)Radiative Transitions (B ≠0)

Selection Rules:Selection Rules:Selection Rules:Selection Rules:
Let’s consider the Balmer series line (3dLet’s consider the Balmer series line (3d→→ 2p) in 2p) in 
an external magnetic fieldan external magnetic fieldan external magnetic field.an external magnetic field.
Allowed transitions are:Allowed transitions are:



Photon energies are:Photon energies are:gg



What’s happening?What’s happening?What s happening?What s happening?

When B≠0 each Bohr model photon lineWhen B≠0 each Bohr model photon lineWhen B≠0, each Bohr model photon line When B≠0, each Bohr model photon line 
should split into exactly 3 equally spaced linesshould split into exactly 3 equally spaced lines

This is called the (normal)This is called the (normal) Zeeman EffectZeeman EffectThis is called the (normal) This is called the (normal) Zeeman EffectZeeman Effect



(Normal) Zeeman Effect(Normal) Zeeman Effect(Normal) Zeeman Effect(Normal) Zeeman Effect

In an external B field, every Bohr model photon line In an external B field, every Bohr model photon line , y p, y p
should split into exactly 3 equally spaced lines: should split into exactly 3 equally spaced lines: 
ΔΔE=E=ggμμBBBB with g=1with g=1
Experimental results:Experimental results:

Zeeman effect does occur, and in some atoms it is “normal” Zeeman effect does occur, and in some atoms it is “normal” 
(i e(i e ΔΔE=E=ggμμ BB))(i.e. (i.e. ΔΔE=E=ggμμBBBB))
In many atoms (including Hydrogen) splitting is notIn many atoms (including Hydrogen) splitting is not
ΔΔE= 1 E= 1 μμBBB.    B.    ΔΔE had right order of magnitude but g≠1.  E had right order of magnitude but g≠1.  
Zeeman effect is “anomalous” due to spin contribution.  Zeeman effect is “anomalous” due to spin contribution.  
Photon lines often split into more than 3 in an external B fieldPhoton lines often split into more than 3 in an external B field
More on this next timeMore on this next timeMore on this next time More on this next time 



QuestionQuestionQuestionQuestion

Can a Hydrogen atom inCan a Hydrogen atom in ψψ421421 in a magnetic fieldin a magnetic fieldCan a Hydrogen atom in Can a Hydrogen atom in ψψ421421 in a magnetic field in a magnetic field 
emit a photon and end in the following state?emit a photon and end in the following state?

(a)(a) ψψ (b)(b)ψψ (c)(c)ψψ (d)(d) ψψ(a) (a) ψψ511   511   (b)(b)ψψ321   321   (c)(c)ψψ310     310     (d) (d) ψψ3131--11



Electron Spin Angular Electron Spin Angular 
MomentumMomentum

Electron must have a spin (or intrinsic) angular momentum:Electron must have a spin (or intrinsic) angular momentum:p ( ) gp ( ) g



Space quantizationSpace quantizationSpace quantizationSpace quantization



If mIf mss = +1/2 we say electron is “spin up”= +1/2 we say electron is “spin up”
If mIf ms s = = --1/2 we say electron is “spin down”1/2 we say electron is “spin down”
mmss is called the magnetic spin quantum numberis called the magnetic spin quantum number

i ll d h i bi ll d h i bs is called the spin quantum numbers is called the spin quantum number



Consequences of electron spinConsequences of electron spinConsequences of electron spinConsequences of electron spin

Electron spin creates a spin magnetic moment.Electron spin creates a spin magnetic moment.p p gp p g
Electron’s orbital motion creates an Electron’s orbital motion creates an internal internal magnetic magnetic 
field in an atomfield in an atom
The two interact to cause a splitting of energy levels The two interact to cause a splitting of energy levels 
even if Beven if Bexternalexternal = 0= 0

M thi t tiM thi t tiMore on this next timeMore on this next time



Four quantum numbersFour quantum numbersFour quantum numbersFour quantum numbers

To understand the H atom we need these fourTo understand the H atom we need these fourTo understand the H atom we need these four To understand the H atom we need these four 
quantum numbers:quantum numbers:

1.1. n: expresses quantization of energyn: expresses quantization of energyp q gyp q gy
2.2. ll: quantizes : quantizes magnitudemagnitude ofof LL

3.3. mmll: quantizes: quantizes directiondirection ofof LL3.3. mmll: quantizes : quantizes directiondirection of of LL
4.4. mmss: quantizes : quantizes directiondirection of of SS

s is left out because it has the single value of s=1/2.s is left out because it has the single value of s=1/2.
It quantizes theIt quantizes the magnitudemagnitude ofof SSIt quantizes the It quantizes the magnitudemagnitude of of SS



SternStern--Gerlach Experiment (1922)Gerlach Experiment (1922)
Showed the quantization of electron spin into two orientationsShowed the quantization of electron spin into two orientations
Electron spin was unknown at the time!Electron spin was unknown at the time!

They wanted to demonstrate the space quantization associated with They wanted to demonstrate the space quantization associated with 
electrons in atomselectrons in atoms

Used a beam of silver atoms from a hot oven directed into a region of nonUsed a beam of silver atoms from a hot oven directed into a region of non--gg
uniform magnetic field uniform magnetic field 
The silver atoms allowed Stern and The silver atoms allowed Stern and GerlachGerlach to study the magnetic properties to study the magnetic properties 
of a single electron of a single electron 

a single outer electron: 47 protons of the nucleus shielded by the 46 inner a single outer electron: 47 protons of the nucleus shielded by the 46 inner 
electrons: Electron configuration of Ag: [Kr]electrons: Electron configuration of Ag: [Kr]36364d4d10105s5s11

Expected 2Expected 2ll+1 +1 splittingssplittings from space quantization of orbital moments from space quantization of orbital moments pp p gp g p qp q
(classically it would be a continuous distribution)(classically it would be a continuous distribution)
Also note: this electron (ground state) has zero orbital angular momentum Also note: this electron (ground state) has zero orbital angular momentum 

Therefore expect there to be no interaction with an external magneticTherefore expect there to be no interaction with an external magneticTherefore, expect there to be no interaction with an external magnetic Therefore, expect there to be no interaction with an external magnetic 
field. field. 



Schematic of experimentSchematic of experimentSchematic of experimentSchematic of experiment



What they expected/sawWhat they expected/sawWhat they expected/sawWhat they expected/saw

Expected 2Expected 2ll+1, which is always an odd number, +1, which is always an odd number, splittingssplittings from from gg
space quantization of orbital momentsspace quantization of orbital moments
Classically one would expect all possible orientations of the Classically one would expect all possible orientations of the 
dipoles so that a continuous smear would be produced on thedipoles so that a continuous smear would be produced on thedipoles so that a continuous smear would be produced on the dipoles so that a continuous smear would be produced on the 
photographic plate.  Even quantum mechanically, they expected photographic plate.  Even quantum mechanically, they expected 
odd number of odd number of splittingssplittings, if at all. , if at all. 
They found that the field separated the beam into two distinctThey found that the field separated the beam into two distinctThey found that the field separated the beam into two distinct They found that the field separated the beam into two distinct 
parts, indicating just two possible orientations of the magnetic parts, indicating just two possible orientations of the magnetic 
moment of the electron!moment of the electron!



In external BIn external B--field …field …In external BIn external B field …field …

A magnetic dipole moment will experience a force proportional to the field gradient A magnetic dipole moment will experience a force proportional to the field gradient 
since the two "poles" will be subject to different fields.since the two "poles" will be subject to different fields.



ForceForceForceForce

I i h B fi ldI i h B fi ldIn inhomogeneous B field, In inhomogeneous B field, 
mmss = +1/2 is deflected up and = +1/2 is deflected up and 
mmss==--1/2 is deflected down.1/2 is deflected down.



Goudsmit and Uhlenbeck Goudsmit and Uhlenbeck 
postulatepostulate

How does the electron obtain a magnetic moment if itHow does the electron obtain a magnetic moment if itHow does the electron obtain a magnetic moment if it How does the electron obtain a magnetic moment if it 
has zero angular momentum and therefore produces no has zero angular momentum and therefore produces no 
"current loop" to produce a magnetic moment? "current loop" to produce a magnetic moment? 
In 1925, Goudsmit and Uhlenbeck postulated that the In 1925, Goudsmit and Uhlenbeck postulated that the 
electron had an electron had an intrinsic angular momentumintrinsic angular momentum, independent , independent 
of its orbital characteristics. of its orbital characteristics. 
Led to the use of "electron spin" to describe the Led to the use of "electron spin" to describe the 
intrinsic angular momentum.intrinsic angular momentum.



Interactive simulationInteractive simulationInteractive simulationInteractive simulation

http://phet colorado edu/simulations/sims phphttp://phet colorado edu/simulations/sims phphttp://phet.colorado.edu/simulations/sims.phphttp://phet.colorado.edu/simulations/sims.php
?sim=SternGerlach_Experiment?sim=SternGerlach_Experiment



Summary of electron statesSummary of electron statesSummary of electron statesSummary of electron states

Reed: chapter 8



Summary/AnnouncementsSummary/AnnouncementsSummary/AnnouncementsSummary/Announcements
Next time: Beyond simple Hydrogen model and Pauli Next time: Beyond simple Hydrogen model and Pauli 
exclusion principleexclusion principleexclusion principleexclusion principle

I’m covering more details in lecture on atomic structure than is inI’m covering more details in lecture on atomic structure than is inI m covering more details in lecture on atomic structure than is in I m covering more details in lecture on atomic structure than is in 
your book.  If you are interested, refer to:your book.  If you are interested, refer to:

"Quantum Physics of Atoms, Molecules, Solids, Nuclei, and "Quantum Physics of Atoms, Molecules, Solids, Nuclei, and Q y , , , ,Q y , , , ,
Particles" by R. Particles" by R. EisbergEisberg and R. and R. ResnickResnick (John Wiley and (John Wiley and 
Sons, 2nd Edition), Chapters 8Sons, 2nd Edition), Chapters 8--10. 10. 


